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Download in Hindi Dangal (Hindi: डांगल, Urdu: دانگل, ) is a 2016
Indian Hindi-language biographical sports drama film directed by

Abhijat Joshi and starring Aamir Khan, Sakshi Tanwar, Fatima Sana
Shaikh, Sridevi, Sharman Joshi, Geetika Tyagi, Om Puri,

Naseeruddin Shah and Ishita Sharma. The film is based on Indian
wrestler Mahavir Singh Phogat's biography and chronicles his
training of his daughter Geeta Kumari to compete in the 2012
London Olympics. The film is set in India in the 1970s, when

Phogat, an impoverished farmers' son from the village of Basti in
Haryana, trains Geeta to wrestle, intending to give her a better life.

During the training period, Geeta challenges an established wrestling
style and enters mainstream Indian sporting circles to compete in an
international wrestling tournament. The film received many positive

reviews and is among the highest-grossing Bollywood films of all
time, and it won a record eight National Film Awards. The film is

the second collaboration between Khan and Joshi, following the 2015
film Secret Superstar, and is a retelling of the life of Mahavir Singh
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Phogat, the real-life father of Geeta. Originally, the idea for a story
about a father-daughter relationship on the wrestling mats came to
director Abhijat Joshi when he was approached by Aamir Khan's
production house, Sajid Nadiadwala. He was drawn to the idea

because he has a daughter herself, and wanted to create a film with a
strong female lead. As a first-time filmmaker, he was eager to get a

feel of the film industry by working with established film
personalities. In July 2015, Joshi first met Aamir Khan
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